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PAT 10 Dryer

Versatile

The PAT 10 operates as a dryer for hoses, parts and

accessories.  In fact, the PAT 10 is designed with whole

and half trays, plus a variety of tube holders.  The PAT

10 enables you to dry tubes and parts at the same time!

Permanent and mobile units both available.

Durable

Mistogen’s PAT 10 Dryer has a rigid steel/aluminum

frame that is rust-proof and scratch-resistant.  The two

see-through doors on the PAT 10 are manufactured of

rugged polycarbonate.  Three hinges and latches per

door form a tight seal for efficient operation.  The PAT

10’s unique leg pattern, which is manufactured from

structural steel tubing, forms a strong support base.

A Choice of Two Drying Modes

The PAT 10 Dryer provides you with the choice of two

drying modes - with a simple flip of a switch. The first

mode is thermostatic timed.  The second energy saving

mode is nonthermostatic timed.

In the thermostatic timed mode, the PAT 10 timer will

only run as long as the inside cabinet temperature is

above 115ºF (46º C). If the temperature is below 115º F

(46º C). the timer will stop and not start again until the

temperature reaches 115º F (46º C).  This thermostatic

timed mode is particularly useful for drying items that

tend to trap moisture and thus may require a constant

temperature for drying expediency.

In the energy saving timed mode, as soon as you turn on

the PAT 10 and set the timer, it starts running. This mode

is useful for products that do not require intense drying

and reduces power consumption.

For safety during both modes, there is a thermostat

working to ensure that the temperature does not go

above 150º F (66º C).

2 rugged

polycarbonate

see though doors

12 hour electronic timer

Ridge steel/aluminum

rustproof frame.

Large load capacity

Slide out tube

and accessory

holders/trays for 

easy loading

Structural steel tubing

and unique leg

pattern from strong

support brace

Intake filter remove

most contaminants

from incoming air

Ordering Information PAT 10

Part # Description

AW-6700 PAT 10 Cabinet Dryer, castered, 5 full

trays and 10 Half Trays with Electric 

Timer and automatic Heat Control.  

Tube holder for (12) 2-1/4” tubes and    

(54) 1-5/16” tubes. 115V, 60 Hz

AW-6745 PAT 10S Cabinet Dryer stationary, same

as above less casters.

AW-3820 Aerosol Delivery Tube, 24” x 1¼”

AW-3821 Aerosol Delivery Tube, 36” x 1¼”

AW-3822 Aerosol Delivery Tube, 48” x 1¼”

AW-3823 Aerosol Delivery Tube, 30” x 1¼”

AW-4185 Disposable Aerosol Tubing 80” x ¾”

AW-4188 ¾” Disposable Tubing, 100’

Louvers provide

rapid air circulation

with a minimum of

four air exchanges

per minute.

Heavy duty easy

roll casters for

easy turning and

transport, caster

brakes hold the

dryer in a

fixed position

PAT 10 Dryer Specifications    

Cabinet

Width: 20” (50.8 cm)

Depth: 20” (50.8 cm)

Height: 80-5/8” (204.8 cm)

Weight: 164 lbs. (74.5 kg)

Energy Requirements:

Power: 115 VAC, 60 Hz, 15A Maximum

Power

Dissipation: 1380W (4710 Btu/hr)

Equipped with hospital grade plug and circuit breaker

Drying Compartment:

Width: 18” (45.7 cm)

Depth: 18” (45.7 cm)

Height: 64” (162.6 cm)

Tray Size

Full 16½” x 16½”  (42 cm x 42 cm)

Half 16½” x 8-3/8” ( 42 cm x 21.3 cm)

Tube Holders

Standard #6714 holds (12) 2-1/8 tubes (5.4 cm)

(54) and 1-5/16” (3.3 cm)

tubes
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TAD 25 Dryer

Compact/Versatile
Mistogen’s TAD 25 is a quiet dryer that efficiently dries up

to 25 tubes up to 72” long. in less than 20 minutes.  Plus, with

the TAD 25 carrying trays, bracket and open end curtain, the

TAD 25 converts easily to a small parts dryer. Tubes and

accessories can be dried simultaneously in less than 20 

minutes.

Because the TAD 25 is compact and wall mounted, it uses

very little department space.  The TAD 25 is ideal for any size

hospital, from 20 to 1,000 beds. Besides Respiratory Care,

the TAD 25 may be used in Central Supply or Anesthesia

Departments and for Home care.

Well Designed Operation

The TAD 25 is easy to operate!  Two rocker switches on the

front panel control AIR and HEAT.  Both switches light up red

to show the unit is on.  The AIR switch is a master, it must be

on to get heat and prevents overheating.  The TAD 25 can

operate with or without heat.  A heat adjustment knob allows

you flexibility in the amount of heat you use.  On the back of

the TAD 25 are four black rubber feet that stabilize the TAD 25

when mounted against the wall.

Width: 10” (25.4 cm)

Depth: 10” (25.4 cm)

Height: 13” (33.0 cm)

Weight: 17 lbs. (7.7 kg.)

Energy 115 VAC, 60 Hz (230 V, 50 Hz)

Requirements: 7A 3.5A

Power 805W (2747 Btu/hr). Equipped with

Dissipation: hospital grade plug and circuit breaker.

Ordering Information - TAD 25

Part No. Description

AW-1800 TAD 25 Hose Dryer with Curtain, Trays

and Brackets, 115V

AW-1802 TAD 25/2 Hose Dryer only, 115V, 60 Hz

AW-1803 Removable Air Flow Curtain Assembly

AW-1835 Air Flow Curtain

AW-1805 Bracket Strip-Assembly (per section)

AW-1875 Holding Tray Assembly (10” x 10”)

AW-1844-1 6” diameter Filter, (dozen)

AW-1844-2 6” diameter Filter, (case of 100)

2 Rocker switches

control surface

Intake filter eliminates

most contaminants from

the air

Metal scratch-resistant

surface

Optical carrying trays,

bracket and open -end

curtain convert tube dryer

to small parts dryer.

AW- 1803

Removeable Air

Curtain Assembly

AW- 1805 Bracket Strip

Assembly (per section)

AW- 1835

Air Flow Curtain

AW- 1875 Holding Tray

Assembly  10” x 10”

(25.4 cm x 25.4 cm)

AW- 1844 6” Filters

(15.2 cm )




